The ability to detect faces in visual scenes is little understood. Across three experiments we examined whether particular facial views (for example those revealing a pair of eyes) facilitate detection while observers are searching for faces in complex visual scenes. Viewers' performance was equivalent for faces shown in frontal and mid-profile pose, but declined in profile (Experiment 1). These differences persisted when only half the face was shown, so that one eye was visible in frontal and profile view but both eyes were preserved in mid-frontal faces (Experiment 2). The same pattern was found when only the upper region of a face appeared in visual scenes, but the presentation of lower half faces eliminated all differences (Experiment 3). These findings demonstrate that the upper face mediates detection across different views, but 'a pair of eyes' cannot explain differences in detectability.
Introduction
Few stimuli, if any, can match the social and biological importance of the human face. Even a fleeting look at a person's face can provide information about their identity, gender, emotional and attentive state, attractiveness, approximate age and so forth. The failure to notice the presence of a face within our visual environment would inevitably lead to a loss of this information. Face detection therefore not only represents one of the most fundamental but also one of the most important aspects of face processing, and more generally, of human social cognition. In spite of this, the ability to locate faces in our visual environment is little studied and remains poorly understood (for reviews, see Lewis & Edmonds, 2005; Lewis & Ellis, 2003; Tsao & Livingstone, 2008) . In this study, we begin to address this disparity by exploring one of the most elementary questions in this field, namely whether detection depends on the particular view in which a face is seen.
Changes in view can induce substantial variation in a face's visual appearance. In full-face (or frontal) view, for example, faces contain a contiguous pair of eyes, which are located either side of a centrally positioned nose. By comparison, only a single eye is visible in a profile view of the head, and this eye is located much more peripherally than both eyes in a full face. The appearance of other facial landmarks, such as the nose and mouth and more global visual characteristics, such as the head outline and hair, also vary across different face views and can change the overall appearance of a face substantially. This variation is such that observers often fail to match two different views of the same face (e.g., Burke, Taubert, & Higman, 2007; Hancock, Bruce, & Burton, 2000; Hill, Schyns, & Akamatsu, 1997; Lee, Matsumiya, & Wilson, 2006; Liu & Chaudhuri, 2002; Newell, Chiroro, & Valentine, 1999) . Moreover, matching accuracy falls continuously as the distance between two to-be-matched views increases, pointing at independent perceptual coding of different face views (see, e.g., Longmore, Liu, & Young, 2008; O'Toole, Edelman, & Bulthoff, 1998) .
These observations converge with studies of cell recordings in non-human primates (see, e.g., Perrett, Oram, & Ashbridge, 1998; Perrett et al., 1985 Perrett et al., , 1991 , brain imaging studies of human observers (e.g., Ewbank, Smith, Hancock, & Andrews, 2008; Grill-Spector et al., 1999; Pourtois, Schwartz, Seghier, Lazeyras, & Vuilleumier, 2005) , and behavioural visual adaptation studies (e.g., Benton, Jennings, & Chatting, 2006; Fang & He, 2005; Jeffery, Rhodes, & Busey, 2006 Jiang, Blanz, & O'Toole, 2007) , which have consistently found evidence for viewspecific face coding. Single cell recordings, for example, have revealed separate assemblies of cells for processing characteristic face views, such as full-face and profile views (Perrett et al., 1985 (Perrett et al., , 1991 . These findings have been extended to human observers by studies of neural adaptation, which show a reduced response (adaptation) in face-sensitive brain areas when successive images of faces are shown in the same view. This is contrasted by a release of adaptation when faces are presented at different viewing angles, indicating the operation of view-dependent face coding mechanisms (e.g., Grill-Spector et al., 1999) . Similar approaches have been employed in behavioural adaptation studies, which show, for example, that prolonged viewing of one face identity (adaptation) leads to a reduced perception of that identity in an immediately succeeding test face (Benton et al., 2006 ). This effect is maximal when adaptation and test face are shown in the same view, and decreases as the angle of the test face moves further away from the adaptation view.
There is, then, considerable evidence for view-specific visual encoding of different face views. However, in previous studies faces were always presented in isolation, on a plain background and in the centre of the visual field. As a consequence, these studies cannot address whether view affects our ability to locate a face in the visual field in first place, prior to any of the other face processing tasks (e.g., face identification, matching, adaptation, etc.) that have been studied in this domain, and whether some canonical face views exist that are detected more proficiently than others. The aim of this study, therefore, is to investigate how variations in view affect our face detection ability, with a series of three experiments.
Experiment 1
The first experiment explored how view generally affects the ability to locate faces in our visual environment. For this purpose, observers were presented with natural visual scenes in which a face was either present or absent. Faces were embedded in target-present scenes in a frontal, mid-profile, or profile view of the head, and detection performance was measured as a function of face view.
Method

Participants
Thirty undergraduate students from the University of Glasgow participated in this experiment for a small fee. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Stimuli
The stimuli consisted of 24-bit RGB photographs of 120 indoor scenes, which were taken from inside houses, apartments and office buildings, and measured 1000 (H) Â 750 (W) pixels at a resolution of 72 pixels/inch (sustaining a visual angle of 30.5°Â 24.8°a t a viewing distance of 60 cm). For each scene, six versions existed that were identical in all aspects, except for the following differences. Five of the scene versions contained a face (for face-present trials) and one version did not (face absent condition). In face-present scenes, faces were either depicted in a frontal view, a mid-profile view, or a profile view. In mid-profile faces both eyes were always clearly visible, and each face was shown in a mid-profile left view (with the face pointing towards the left side of the screen, viewed from the observer's perspective) or a mid-profile right view. Similarly, profile faces were shown in a profile left and profile right view (see Fig. 1 for an illustration of these face conditions). Applying these manipulations to each of the scenes therefore resulted in a total of 720 different displays, comprising 120 face-absent displays and 600 face-present displays, in which a face was present in either a frontal view (120 images), mid-profile left or mid-profile right view (120 images each), and profile left or profile right view (120 images each).
The faces depicted in these scenes were of twenty unfamiliar models (10 male). Faces can attract visual attention (see, e.g., Bindemann & Burton, 2008; Bindemann, Burton, Langton, Schweinberger, & Doherty, 2007; Langton, Law, Burton, & Schweinberger, 2008) , but so do human bodies (Downing, Bray, Rogers, & Childs, 2004; Ro, Friggel, & Lavie, 2007) . To avoid any potential influence on face detection from body parts, the faces were therefore embedded in the scenes as a photograph, devoid of any body cues (see Fig. 2 for an example scene). To ensure that the face locations were unpredictable throughout the experiment, the scene images were divided into an invisible 3 Â 2 grid of six equally sized rectangles. Across the set of scene images, faces were rotated around these areas, so that they were equally likely to appear in each of the six regions. In addition, the size of the faces was varied across the scenes, ranging from 0.08% of the total scene area for the smallest head (comprising the face, hair and external features) to 1.73% for the largest head, to ensure that participants could not adopt a simple search strategy based on target size (mean size and std., frontal: 0.28% (0.20%), mid-profile: 0.33% (0.24%), profile, 0.35% (0.25%)).
Procedure
Each participant was shown 360 randomly intermixed trials, consisting of 240 face-absent trials and 120 face-present trials. Face-present trials consisted of 40 scene stimuli for each of the three conditions (frontal, mid-profile and profile view). For midprofile and profile face views, these comprised 20 trials in a left view and 20 trials in a right view. The scene stimuli were rotated around these conditions so that each face-present scene was only shown once to each participant. Overall, however, the presentation of the scenes was counterbalanced across participants, so that each scene appeared in each condition an equal number of times.
A trial began with a central fixation cross for 1 s, followed by a scene stimulus, which was displayed until response. Participants were briefed about the different experimental conditions prior to the experiment and were asked to make speeded key-press responses concerning whether a face was present in a scene or not. In addition, participants were made aware that only a proportion of scenes contained a face, and were encouraged to guess when they were uncertain regarding the presence of a face.
Results
In a first step, the time taken to detect a face was plotted against the surface area of a face. By item analyses of this data shows that large faces were more likely to be detected faster than smaller faces in all conditions; for frontal faces, r = À.24, mid-profile faces, r = À.21 and profile faces, r = À.17, all ps < 0.001. This shows that the process by which faces are detected in these scenes preserves a simple physical property, namely face size. However, these correlations produced the same outcome in all of the experiments reported here and did not reveal any systematic differences between conditions, and are therefore not reported further.
The data of primary interest, the means of the median correct RTs and percentage errors are displayed in Fig. 3 for the experimental conditions. As can be seen from Fig. 3 , detection times appear similar for frontal and mid-profile faces, and are slowest in the profile face condition. These observations were confirmed by a one-factor within-subject ANOVA of the face-present data, which showed a main effect of view, F(2, 58) = 20.01, p < 0.0001. Tukey HSD test showed that frontal and mid-profile faces were detected faster than profile faces, q = 8.12, p < 0.001 and q = 7.24, p < 0.001, respectively. However, no difference in detection times was found for frontal and mid-profile face views, q = 0.92, n.s.
1
Errors were made on only 0.4% of face-absent trials (false alarms) and were not analysed further. The percentage errors for face-present trials are displayed in Fig. 3 . A one-factor withinsubject ANOVA of this data showed a main of view, F(2, 58) = 17.50, p < 0.0001. Similar to RTs, this arises from improved detection performance for frontal and mid-profile faces in comparison with the profile condition, q = 8.32, p < 0.001 and q = 4.96, p < 0.01, respectively. In a slight departure from the RT data, in which detection performance of frontal and mid-profile faces was virtually indistinguishable, slightly fewer detection errors were also made on frontal than on mid-profile trials. However, the difference between these conditions was not reliable, q = 3.36, n.s. (with N = 30). The reaction times and percentage errors therefore converge in showing a detection advantage for frontal and mid-profile faces over profile faces, and indicate that frontal and mid-profile views are detected with similar proficiency.
Left vs. right views
For completeness, detection performance was also analysed for left-and right-facing views, to assess whether this might affect detection of mid-profile and profile faces (see Fig. 4 ). Consistent with the main analysis, a two (mid-profile and profile view) Â two (left and right view) ANOVA of the detection times showed a main effect of view, F(1, 29) = 18.75, p < 0.001, due to the faster detection of mid-profile faces. However, the main effect of face orientation, and the interaction of view and orientation were not significant, both Fs < 1.
Analysis of errors also showed an effect of view, F(1, 29) = 14.83, p < 0.001, with more errors in the profile face conditions, and a main effect of orientation, F(1, 29) = 7.814, p < 0.05, with fewer detection errors for faces in a left than in a right view, but the interaction of these factors was not significant, F < 1. This experiment therefore also provides some limited evidence that left-facing views are detected more readily than faces in a right view, but this advantage was relatively small ($2.3%) and only evident in error rates.
Discussion
This experiment demonstrates that detection performance is equivalent, and most efficient, for frontal and mid-profile faces, while detection is less effective for profile views. This suggests that view is a key factor in face detection, and can determine the speed and reliability with which these important social stimuli are noticed in our visual surroundings. This finding is surprising for several reasons. Detection is a fundamental aspect of all tasks with faces, and our observers have, of course, extensive visual experience with faces in all of these views. These participants were also briefed about all of the experimental conditions prior to the task, and were therefore not expecting to see faces only in a frontal view (as is the case in many face perception experiments). While it is difficult to calculate exposure rates to different face views outside the laboratory, some estimates also suggest that faces are, in fact, most frequently 1 The means of the mean correct reaction times were also calculated for all of the experiments reported here. Analysis of these data produced exactly the same outcome as the median reaction times in all experiments. encountered in non-frontal views (see, e.g., Baddeley & Woodhead, 1983; Kuchinsky et al., 1999; Li & Zhang, 2004) . It seems therefore unlikely that the detection advantage for frontal and mid-profile faces arises simply from greater visual experience with these views or, conversely, from insufficient exposure to profile faces. Rather, these findings suggest that profile views may not provide the same level of diagnostic information for face detection as frontal and mid-profile views. Experiment 1 provides few clues regarding the nature of this diagnostic information, but it seems to rule out a simple explanation in terms of visual symmetry for these effects, as the asymmetric mid-profile faces were detected as efficiently as the most symmetric frontal views. In the following experiments, the information that is available from faces is manipulated systematically to investigate which other visual aspects of a face might drive these view effects.
Experiment 2
Experiment 1 shows that detection is mediated by face view, but it does not reveal how these differences arise. In an attempt to address this question, the next experiment examines the contribution of particular facial regions towards detection. Specifically, Experiment 2 examined whether the eye regions might drive the differences between face views. This is borne out by evidence that the eyes are one of the most conspicuous and information-rich regions of a face and provide a compelling social cue (see, e.g., Kleinke, 1986; Langton, Watt, & Bruce, 2000; Smith, Gosselin, & Schyns, 2004) . Eye-tracking studies of frontal human faces show, for example, that the eye regions are often fixated initially in a face and are fixated more frequently than other facial features (see, e.g., Althoff & Cohen, 1999; Bindemann, Scheepers, & Burton, 2009; Henderson, Williams, & Falk, 2005; Janik, Wellens, Goldberg, & Dell'Osso, 1978) . More recent evidence suggests that this behaviour may also hold under conditions that require the localization of a face. During the analysis of visual scenes, for example, participants look more at the eye regions in a face than at any other part of an image (Birmingham, Bischof, & Kingstone, 2008a , 2008b Smilek, Birmingham, Cameron, Bischof, & Kingstone, 2006) . The categorization of a visual stimulus as a face is also delayed most when the eyes are occluded, compared to when other facial features (the mouth, nose, forehead, chin) are obscured (Lewis & Edmonds, 2003) .
These findings suggest, then, that the eyes might form an important pattern for discriminating faces from other objects in the visual field, but the specific nature of this pattern remains unclear. In frontal faces, the eyes appear in the shape of two contiguous, similar sized regions at the same height. This raises the possibility that the appearance of a pair of eyes forms part of the pattern for face detection. This would be consistent, for example, with evidence that a pair of eyes reduces visual extinction in spatial neglect patients (Vuilleumier & Sagiv, 2001) , that artificially raising one eye above another in a face image slows face categorization (Cooper & Wojan, 2000) , and that information from both eyes is computed to judge another person's gaze direction (Hietanen & Yrttimaa, 2005) . Similar to frontal faces, mid-profile faces also always displayed a pair of eyes in Experiment 1, whereas only a single eye was visible in profile view. If the visual signature of a pair of eyes drives the detection differences between face views, the findings of Experiment 1 could therefore be explained by a reduction of this information in profile view.
This possibility was examined in the next experiment by dividing faces vertically along their horizontal midpoint, so that only one half of a face was embedded in visual scenes. For frontal faces, this corresponded to the left or right side of a face, so that only a solitary eye remained visible in this condition. For profile views, the side of the face containing the only eye was always used, and frontal and profile faces were therefore now more comparable in terms of the number of eyes that were displayed in these views. In mid-profile faces, on the other hand, this manipulation preserved a pair of eyes in the face halves that were shown (see Fig. 1 ). If a pair of eyes mediates the detection advantage for frontal and mid-profile faces in Experiment 1, detection performance should, therefore, now be superior for the mid-profile face halves in Experiment 2, compared to the frontal and profile halves.
Method
Participants
Thirty undergraduate students from the University of Glasgow participated for a small fee. None of these students had participated in Experiment 1 and all had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Stimuli and procedure
The stimuli were identical to Experiment 1, except for the following changes. The face photographs were now divided vertically along their horizontal midpoint, and only one half of a face was embedded in the scenes. For frontal faces, this corresponded either to the left side of a face (120 images) or the right side of a face (120 scene images). For mid-profile left faces, only the left half of a face was shown, which corresponds to the face region containing the internal facial features (i.e., the eyes, nose and mouth; 120 images), and a corresponding set of images was created for mid-profile right displays (120 images). Note that in these mid-profile faces both eyes were always clearly visible. In addition, two scene sets with profile faces were created in the same manner, so that only the left half of a profile left face (120 images) or the right half of a profile right face (120 images) was displayed. On average, the resulting face images occupied 0.15% (std, 0.11%) of the total scene area in the frontal face condition, 0.17% (std, 0.13%) in the mid-profile condition, and 0.18% (std, 0.14%) in the profile condition. This experiment therefore included a total of 840 different displays, comprising 120 face-absent displays and 720 face-present displays. Examples of the face-present conditions are illustrated in Fig. 5 .
As in Experiment 1, each participant was shown 360 randomly intermixed trials, consisting of 240 face-absent trials and 120 facepresent trials. Face-present trials consisted of 40 scene stimuli for each of the three conditions (frontal, mid-profile and profile view). For each face view, these 40 scenes comprised 20 trials showing the left half of a face and 20 trials showing the right half. As in Experiment 1, the scene stimuli were rotated around these conditions so that each face-present scene was only shown once to each participant. However, across all participants, the presentation of the scenes was counterbalanced so that each scene appeared in each condition an equal number of times.
A trial began with a central fixation cross for 1 s, followed by a scene stimulus, which was displayed until response. As before, participants were briefed about the different conditions prior to the experiment and were asked to make speeded key-press responses concerning whether a face was present in a scene or not. Participants were again encouraged to guess when they were uncertain regarding the presence of a face. 
Results
Fig . 6 shows the means of the median correct RTs and percentage errors for the experimental conditions. A one-factor withinsubject ANOVA of the face-present RTs showed a main effect of view, F(2, 58) = 5.62, p < 0.01. As can be seen in Fig. 6 , Tukey HSD test showed that frontal faces and mid-profile faces were detected faster than profile face views, q = 4.08, p < 0.05 and q = 4.14, p < 0.05, respectively. However, as in Experiment 1, no difference in detection times was found for frontal and mid-profile face views, q = 0.06, n.s.
The analysis of percentage errors for these conditions converges with the RT data. ANOVA again showed a main effect of view, F(2, 58) = 10.65, p < 0.0001, reflecting more accurate detection performance for frontal and mid-profile faces in comparison with the profile condition, q = 5.38, p < 0.01 and q = 5.89, p < 0.001, respectively. However, consistent with detection times, the difference between frontal and mid-profile faces was not significant, q = 0.51, n.s. Errors were made on only 0.9% of face-absent trials (false alarms) and are not analysed further.
Left vs. right face sides
For completeness, detection performance was also analysed for left and right face halves as a function of face view (see Fig. 7 ).
Consistent with the main analysis, a three (frontal, mid-profile and profile view) Â two (left and right face half) ANOVA of the detection times showed a main effect of view, F(1, 29) = 18.75, p < 0.001, due to faster detection times for frontal and mid-profile faces compared to the profile view condition, q = 4.85, p < 0.01 and q = 3.148, p < 0.05, respectively (frontal vs. mid-profile faces, q = 1.37, n.s.). However, the main effect of face half and the interaction of view and face half were not significant, both Fs < 1.
Analogous analysis of errors also showed an effect of view, F(1, 29) = 10.65, p < 0.0001, with more errors in the profile face conditions than in the frontal and mid-profile conditions, q = 5.38, p < 0.01 and q = 5.89, p < 0.001, respectively (frontal vs. mid-profile faces, q = 0.51, n.s.). As for the detection times, the main effect of face half, F(1, 29) < 1 and the view Â face half interaction were not significant, F(2, 58) = 2.47, p = 0.09. This indicates that left and right face-halves were detected with similar proficiency.
Discussion
In this experiment, frontal and mid-profile face-halves were detected most efficiently, while detection was delayed and more error prone in the profile condition. This replicates the results of Experiment 1, in which intact face images were used, and demonstrates that the detection advantage for frontal and midprofile faces is not simply driven by the presence of a pair of eyes in these face views. This is a remarkable finding insofar that several recent studies hint that the eyes may be particularly important for face detection (Birmingham et al., 2008a (Birmingham et al., , 2008b Lewis & Edmonds, 2003; Smilek et al., 2006) . Eye-tracking studies with frontal faces have also shown that the eye regions are fixated more frequently than any other visual features, revealing a strong and remarkably consistent interest in the eye regions across a variety of tasks (see, e.g., Althoff & Cohen, 1999; Bindemann et al., 2009; Henderson et al., 2005; Janik et al., 1978) . In some important aspects, however, the present findings are also consistent with eye-tracking studies of faces, provided that different face views are contrasted. Under these circumstances, eye fixations cluster, as usual, around both eye regions in a frontal face. In mid-profile faces, on the other hand, only one eye region is fixated regularly, corresponding to the eye that is closest to the centre of a face (Bindemann et al., 2009 ). This would be consistent, then, with the notion that the differences in detection performance across face views are not simply driven by a pair of eyes.
Experiment 3
While Experiment 2 suggests that a pair of eyes does not drive the detection differences between face views, there are, of course, a number of ways in which the eyes might be important for face detection. To further examine how the view effect in the preceding experiments might arise, the faces were therefore divided horizontally in the next experiment, and only the upper or lower half of a face was embedded in the scene displays. The purpose of this experiment was to examine whether the effect of view is mediated at all by information in the top half of a face, such as the eyes, or whether these differences are rooted equally in the top and bottom regions of a face.
Method
Participants
Twenty-four undergraduate students from the University of Glasgow participated for a small fee. None of these students participated in any of the previous experiments, and all had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Stimuli and procedure
The stimuli and procedure were identical to the preceding experiments, except for the following changes. In contrast to Experiment 2, the face photographs were now divided horizontally along a vertical midpoint, falling between the eyes and the tip of the nose, and only one half of a face was embedded in the scenes. If necessary, the point at which the faces were divided was adjusted slightly, to ensure that the eyes were always clearly visible in the upper half of a face and the mouth and tip of the nose in the lower half (see Fig. 1 ). In this manner, two sets of 120 images were created for all of the face views (frontal, mid-profile left, mid-profile right, profile left and profile right), in which either the upper half of a face or the lower half was displayed in a scene. These manipulations therefore resulted in a total of 1320 different displays, comprising 120 face-absent displays and 1200 face-present displays (five face views Â upper/lower half of a face Â 120 scene images). On average, the resulting face images in these displays occupied 0.16% (std, 0.15%) and 0.14% (std, 0.12%) of the total scene area in the upper and lower frontal face condition, 0.18% (std, 0.13%) and 0.16% (std, 0.12%) in the upper and lower mid-profile condition and 0.19% (std, 0.14%) and 0.17% (std, 0.14%) in the upper and lower profile condition. Example scene displays are illustrated in Fig. 8 .
In the experiment, each participant was shown 360 randomly intermixed trials, consisting of 240 face-absent trials and 120 face-present trials. Face-present trials consisted of 20 scene stimuli for each of the six experimental conditions (upper frontal face and lower frontal face; upper and lower mid-profile face; and upper and lower profile face). For mid-profile and profile face views, these comprised 10 trials in a left view and 10 trials in a right view. As in the preceding experiments, the scene stimuli were rotated around these conditions so that each face-present scene was only shown once to each participant, but the stimulus presentation was counterbalanced across participants during the course of the experiment so that each scene appeared in each condition an equal number of times. Fig. 9 shows the means of the median correct RTs and percentage errors as a function of view (frontal, mid-profile and profile face) and face half (upper vs. lower half). From Fig. 9 , it can be seen that detection performance was best for the upper halves of frontal and mid-profile faces. Moreover, whereas the upper frontal and mid-profile faces were detected faster than upper profile views, both profile view conditions and the lower frontal and mid-profile conditions were more evenly matched. These observations were confirmed by a 3 Â 2 ANOVA, which revealed a main effect of view, F(2, 46) = 7.36, p < 0.01, a main effect of face half, F(1, 23) = 32.78, p < 0.0001, and an interaction between both factors, F(2, 46) = 5.58, p < 0.01. As Fig. 9 suggests, a simple main effect of face view was found for upper face halves, F(2, 46) = 11.80, p < 0.0001, but not for lower face halves, F(2, 46) < 1. Tukey HSD test confirmed that the simple main effect of view for the upper regions arises from faster detection times for frontal and mid-profile faces compared to profile views, q = 6.17, p < 0.001 and q = 5.71, p < 0.001, respectively (frontal vs. mid-profile faces, q = 0.46, n.s.). In addition, simple main effects of face half were found for frontal faces, F(1, 23) = 21.26, p < 0.001 and mid-profile faces, F(1, 23) = 18.62, p < 0.001, but not for profile views, F(1, 23) < 1.
Results
The percentage errors converge with the RT data. Errors were made on only 0.9% of face-absent trials (false alarms) and were not analysed further. For face-present trials, a three (frontal, midprofile and profile) Â two (upper vs. lower half) ANOVA showed a main effect of view, F(2, 46) = 19.79, p < 0.0001, a main effect of face half, F(1, 23) = 145.12, p < 0.0001 and an interaction of both factors, F(2, 46) = 8.48, p < 0.001. Simple main effects of face half were found for each of the face views due to fewer errors in the upper than the lower face conditions; for frontal faces, F(1, 23) = 60.97, p < 0.0001, for mid-profile faces, F(1, 23) = 73.55, p < 0.0001 and for profile views, F(1, 23) = 20.07, p < 0.001. In addition, a simple main effect of face view was found for the upper face regions, F(2, 46) = 25.08, p < 0.0001, but not for the lower face halves, F(2, 46) = 2.24, n.s. Tukey HSD test showed that the simple main effect for upper halves arises from fewer detection errors in the frontal and mid-profile face conditions compared to the profile faces, q = 8.38, p < 0.001 and q = 6.77, p < 0.001, respectively (frontal vs. mid-profile faces, q = 0.46, n.s.). The error data is therefore consistent with detection times and suggest that information in the upper half of a face is most informative for face detection, and also accounts for differences in detection performance between frontal, mid-profile and profile views.
Discussion
Experiment 3 reveals distinct detection patterns for the upper halves and lower halves of faces. Detection performance was equivalent for the upper face regions in frontal and mid-profile view, and performance deteriorated in the profile view condition, thereby effectively replicating the pattern of the preceding experiments. In contrast, the bottom halves of faces revealed a markedly different pattern. In these conditions, face detection was delayed considerably and was highly error prone, and detection performance was also equivalent across all of the face views. This suggests that the visual information that drives the differences between face views is situated in the top half of a face, and provides some support for the notion that the eyes may be impor- Fig. 9 . Detection performance in Experiment 3 as a factor of face view (frontal, mid-profile, profile) and face half (top vs. bottom). Vertical bars represent the standard error of the means and are based on within-participant variability (see Loftus & Masson, 1994) . Face-absent trials: mean RT = 2726 ms, errors = 1.2%. tant for face detection (Lewis & Edmonds, 2003) . Moreover, detection performance was highly comparable for the upper and lower halves of profile faces. This indicates that the visual information that facilitates face detection in frontal and mid-profile views is absent from, or not as readily accessible, in profile faces. We return to a full discussion of these findings in the following section.
General discussion
This study offers several new insights into human face detection. The first contribution is that detection is not equivalent across different face views. A substantial body of research has focused on face view in recognition and other visual discrimination tasks. These studies provide ample evidence that different views are encoded independently (see, e.g., Benton et al., 2006; Grill-Spector et al., 1999; Jeffery et al., 2006 Jeffery et al., , 2007 , but evidence is more equivocal whether a canonical view exists that is particularly informative for face processing (see, e.g., Liu & Chaudhuri, 2002; Longmore et al., 2008 ). The present study shows that one of the most elementary tasks with faces, the process by which faces are located in our visual environment, is clearly affected by view. Thus, frontal and mid-profile faces were detected with similar proficiency in Experiment 1, while the comparative speed and accuracy with which faces could be found was impaired in profile view.
The second contribution of this study concerns the basis of the view effect. The similar performance for frontal and mid-profile faces in Experiment 1 suggests that detection performance is not simply driven by left-right (2D) symmetry in this task. However, while mid-profile faces were asymmetric, frontal and mid-profile faces still showed both eyes, whereas only a single eye was visible in profile view. Experiment 2 therefore examined whether a pair of eyes provides an important part of the pattern for face detection. For this purpose, faces were divided vertically, so that only the left or the right half of a face was embedded in the visual scenes. As a consequence, only a single eye was visible in frontal faces, thereby making these stimuli more comparable in this particular aspect to profile views. The same manipulation preserved a pair of eyes in mid-profile view, to afford these faces a possible detection advantage over the other view conditions. However, despite this manipulation Experiment 2 revealed the same detection pattern as in Experiment 1, indicating that the effect of face view is not driven by a pair of eyes.
Experiment 3 then showed that detection differences between face views are, nonetheless, driven by information in the top half of a face. When the upper halves of faces were embedded in the visual scenes, the same detection pattern was found as in the preceding experiments, with equivalent and superior performance for frontal and mid-profile views. However, when only the lower halves of faces were shown, detection was comparable for all of the face views. This clearly demonstrates that the differences in detection performance between face views are driven by information in the top half of a face, even if this does not hinge specifically on the visual signature of a pair of eyes (Experiment 2). The speed and accuracy with which faces could be detected also varied dramatically between the upper and lower parts of faces. In comparison to the upper frontal and upper mid-profile conditions, considerably longer reaction times and more detection errors were observed in all of the lower face conditions. This decline was so marked that observers failed to detect the lower face halves on more than 40% of target-present trials (see Fig. 9 ). This indicates that the upper half of faces not only mediates the differential processing between views, but that this is also the most informative face region for detection. It is also important to note, however, that detection performance was very similar, and poor, for lower and upper profile views. This shows that the information that drives the detection advantage for the upper parts of frontal and mid-profile faces is greatly reduced, or even absent, in their profile counterparts.
We have adopted an explanation for these results that highlights the special role of the eye regions in face processing. Accordingly, we propose that a pair of eyes does not mediate the differences in detection performance for these face views (Experiment 2), but that the top half of a face stimulus, which includes the eye regions, is nonetheless particularly important for detection (Experiment 3). This explanation would be consistent with eyetracking studies of frontal faces, which have shown that the eyes are more likely to be fixated initially and are looked at much more frequently than any other facial landmarks (e.g., the mouth, forehead, chin and ears) (see, e.g., Althoff & Cohen, 1999; Bindemann et al., 2009; Henderson et al., 2005; Janik et al., 1978) . The eye regions of people are also prioritized when observers are analysing the social content of visual scenes (Birmingham et al., 2008a (Birmingham et al., , 2008b Smilek et al., 2006) , and the categorization of an image as a face is impaired most by the occlusion of the eyes than when any other features are concealed (Lewis & Edmonds, 2003) .
This explanation would also converge with our own recent work, in which we recorded eye movements to different views (Bindemann et al., 2009) . Consistent with other eye-tracking studies of frontal faces, this study showed a strong and consistent interest in the eye regions in this particular face view. In addition, however, this study revealed a persistent tendency to fixate only the most central eye of a mid-profile face, despite the fact that both eyes were always clearly visible in this view. This appears consistent with the interpretation that the difference in detection performance between face views is not driven by a pair of eyes (Experiment 2), but nonetheless relies heavily on information from the upper region of a face (Experiment 3). This study also found that eye movements to the eye region were delayed in profile faces, in comparison to frontal and mid-profile views. This could also relate to the delay in detection performance for profile faces in the current study. Thereby, the detection signature of profile faces may be less salient because of the more peripheral location of the eyes, and because observers require more time to locate this information in this view.
At this stage, these explanations are clearly rather speculative, as current knowledge about human face detection is still very limited. Indeed, most of the studies cited here are concerned with looking at faces, rather than looking for faces, and the connections between these processes are not clear-cut. The present experiments are consequently inevitably exploratory in nature. Therefore, it would be remiss to rule out other explanations for our findings, as these effects could be driven by many other factors. Faces can still be perceived, for example, when the eyes are hidden (Lewis & Edmonds, 2003) , suggesting that there are several detection strategies. The present results suggest that one strategy is fast and employs the eyes, while a second strategy, which is slower and more error prone, involves other features (Experiment 3). However, it is also notable that face detection performance generally deteriorated for face halves (in Experiments 2 and 3) compared to intact faces (Experiment 1). Face size was correlated negatively with detection times, and these results could therefore simply reflect the reduced surface area of the face-halves, compared to the complete face images. This raises the possibility that observers are generally simply detecting large continuous skin-coloured areas to complete the current task. However, such an explanation cannot account easily for the differences in detectability between upper and lower face halves or between viewpoints. At the same time, a decline in performance between whole-and half-faces could arise if detection is driven in part by a holistic face template. In line with this reasoning, face detection declines when colour information is removed from a face, but this decline in detection performance is equivalent when colour information is removed from the whole face or just one half of a face (Bindemann & Burton, in press ). This suggests that general face-shaped (colour) templates also drive detection, in addition to specific facial features, such as the eyes (see also Kobatake & Tanaka, 1994) . Other explanations for the current findings are, of course, possible.
The range of visual cues that can be used for detection may also depend on the context in which a face is displayed. The strength of skin-colour cues, for example, is affected by the colour context in which a face is displayed (Bindemann & Burton, in press) . Similarly, (upright) faces are harder to detect among inverted faces, and might therefore also be more difficult to find among other ovoid objects or visually-congruent contexts (see, e.g., Bindemann & Burton, 2008; Lewis & Edmonds, 2005; Nothdurft, 1993) . The current study employed complex visual scenes and no attempt was made to control contextual cues, revealing a detection advantage for frontal and mid-profile faces, but it is possible that some other contexts may also yield different detection patterns.
It is noteworthy that this study may have direct consequences for other disciplines, in addition to its contribution to the field of human face processing. Computer vision, for example, aims to duplicate human vision, and face detection systems are relevant for security, surveillance and industrial applications. Many of the current approaches assume that people can detect faces effortlessly (see, e.g., Hjelmås & Low, 2001; Wu & Zhou, 2003) . Contrary to this suggestion, the present findings indicate that face detection can be challenging and error prone depending on the task demands. The removal or occlusion of the top half of a face, for example, appears to be particularly damaging for successful face detection. A proportion of automatic face detection systems also employ a pair of eyes as a specific part of the process (see, e.g., Wu & Zhou, 2003; Yang, Kriegman, & Ahuja, 2002) . The present findings suggest that this is another assumption that may not hold for human observers. Regarding face view, automatic detection systems tend to apply view-based methods, in which several separate face models are built to code different face views (see, e.g., Feraud, Bernier, Viallet, & Collobert, 2000; Gong, McKenna, & Collins, 1996; Schneiderman & Kanade, 2000; Wiskott, Fellous, Krüger, & von der Malsburg, 1997 ; for a review, see Li & Jain, 2005) . This approach is consistent with psychological evidence of view-specific face coding in human observers (e.g., Benton et al., 2006; Grill-Spector et al., 1999; Jeffery et al., 2006 Jeffery et al., , 2007 . The current study extends these findings by demonstrating that the efficiency with which faces are detected varies across different views, and rules out some simple explanations for these differences.
